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Abstract Random geometric graphs consist of randomly distributed nodes (points), with
pairs of nodes within a given mutual distance linked. In the usual model the distribution
of nodes is uniform on a square, and in the limit of infinitely many nodes and shrinking
linking range, the number of isolated nodes is Poisson distributed, and the probability of no
isolated nodes is equal to the probability the whole graph is connected. Here we examine these
properties for several self-similar node distributions, including smooth and fractal, uniform
and nonuniform, and finitely ramified or otherwise. We show that nonuniformity can break the
Poisson distribution property, but it strengthens the link between isolation and connectivity.
It also stretches out the connectivity transition. Finite ramification is another mechanism for
lack of connectivity. The same considerations apply to fractal distributions as smooth, with
some technical differences in evaluation of the integrals and analytical arguments.
Keywords Random geometric graph · Degree distribution · Connectivity · Fractals
1 Introduction
Proposed by Gilbert [17], the random geometric graph (RGG) [40] was the original model
of spatial networks [5], and remains popular. Nodes are distributed randomly in space, and
links are formed between pairs of nodes with mutual distance less than a threshold r0. This
is a continuum model of percolation, since, when the density λ increases, there is a sudden
transition to a state containing a large connected component [34]. In a finite domain, typically
a square or torus, under an appropriate combined limit of r0 → 0 and the expected number
of nodes N¯ → ∞, the probability that the network is a single connected component has been
widely studied. In particular, it was shown by Penrose [39] and by Gupta and Kumar [18]
that in this limit, the number of isolated nodes (that is, nodes with no links) is Poisson
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distributed, and the probability of connectivity approaches that of no isolated nodes. As
well as percolation and connectivity, other properties such as k-connectivity, clique number,
chromatic number, and Hamiltonicity are reviewed in Ref. [44].
The soft random geometric graph (SRGG) [30,35,41] is a generalisation of the RGG
with a second source of randomness: The links are formed independently with a probability
that is a given function H(r) of the mutual distance r . There are several communities using
different names for this and closely related models in the literature; see for example Waxman
graphs [45], continuum percolation [1,38] random connection models [8,33] and spatially
embedded random networks [4,21,36]. Connection functions can be constructed empirically
with any spatial network for which the links can be assumed to be random [46]; several
functions that have arisen from mathematical or physical arguments are given in Ref. [11].
Most research on RGG and SRGG models has adopted the simplest model of a uniform dis-
tribution of nodes on a square or torus domain. The main exceptions are as follows: Ref. [40]
considers smooth densities that do not vanish supported on a cube, and normally distributed
densities. Ref. [25] considers more general smooth densities on R2 that decrease monoton-
ically outwards. Ref. [20] considers (stretched) exponentially decaying density. Ref. [13]
considers rectangular domains, and Refs. [9,11] consider arbitrary convex polygons and
some domains that are polyhedral or have curved boundaries. Poisson distribution of isolated
nodes was proved in Refs. [20,25,40] and the asymptotic equivalence with connectivity in
Ref. [40]; in none of this literature were exceptions to either statement observed or discussed.
One class of applications that has received substantial attention and for which physically
motivated connection functions are available is that of wireless mesh networks, in which
devices (nodes) link to each other rather than to a central router or base station [12]. Here,
the assumption of uniform density on a square or torus is often unrealistic. One of the main
sources of nonuniformity is node mobility. In the random waypoint mobility model [6,42],
nodes move from one random point in the domain to another at a fixed or random speed,
then wait for a zero, fixed or random time. In this model the average density of nodes is
nonuniform, varying with position in a smooth manner. If the wait time is zero, the average
node density vanishes at the boundary, being roughly proportional to the distance from a
smooth edge. More sophisticated human mobility models are even more nonuniform, for
example the popular self-similar least action walk (SLAW) algorithm uses waypoints chosen
from a fractal distribution [32].
The purpose of this paper is to explore the world of node distributions beyond the existing
literature, to include smooth densities that vanish at the boundary, and fractal distributions. As
well as intrinsic interest in such models, we have two other motivations: We ask whether the
results regarding the distribution of isolated nodes and its link to connectivity remain true, in
the limit of many nodes and for a small number, using analytical and numerical investigations.
Also, as noted above, uniform distributions are often unrealistic for wireless communications;
this paper is a first step in the understanding of various kinds of non-uniformity and fractality.
Many interesting features can be described using a relatively tractable class of distributions,
the self-similar measures. Extensions to other fractal measures are discussed in Sect. 7.
An important distinction throughout this paper is whether the distribution of nodes is
“almost uniform” (AU). We define a measure μ on Rd (or a more general metric space) as
almost uniform if there exists a constant ε > 0 such that for all r > 0 and x, y ∈ supp(μ),
μ(B(x, r)) ≥ εμ(B(y, r)) (1)
where B(x, r) is the ball of radius r centred on x. Both the name AU and the concept are
from Ref. [43] except that here the x and y are not arbitrary points in the space but belong
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to the support of the measure. More discussion and context of this definition are found in
Sect. 2.6 below.
The structure of this paper is as follows: In Sect. 2 we give the concepts needed later as
found in the previous literature. In Sect. 3 we describe the examples and a first numerical
simulation. Section 4 investigates the distribution of isolated nodes, whilst Sect. 5 considers
its link to connectivity. Section 6 makes some further observations about scaling the intensity
by a contact factor, and Sect. 7 concludes.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Quantifying Non-Poissonness
A random variable X defined on the non-negative integers with probability mass function
P(X = j) = Pj is Poisson distributed with mean μ if
Pk = μ
k
k! e
−μ (2)
To measure deviations from Poissonness, we consider factorial cumulants [3], defined as
qn = d
n
dtn
ln E(t X )
∣
∣
∣
∣
t=0
(3)
=n!
∑
{mk }:∑ kmk=n
(−1)
∑
mk−1
(∑
mk − 1
)
!
∏
k
1
mk !
(
Pk
P0
)mk
n > 0
The sum, obtained by writing the expectation explicitly in terms of the Pj and expanding the
logarithm, is over integer sequences {mk} with k ≥ 1 and mk ≥ 0. It is easy to show using
the first line that all qn for n > 1 are zero for the Poisson distribution. The first few factorial
cumulants are
q0 = ln P0
q1 = P˜1
q2 = 2 P˜2 − P˜21 (4)
q3 = 6P˜3 − 6P˜2 P˜1 + 2 P˜31
q4 = 24P˜4 − 24P˜3 P˜1 − 12 P˜22 + 24P˜2 P˜21 − 6P˜41
where P˜j = Pj/P0.
2.2 Poisson Point Processes
We start with a σ -finite measure  on Rd . Sometimes we have a smooth density λ(x) in
which case
(A) =
∫
A
λ(x)dx (5)
for measurable A ⊂ Rd , however the only condition we will impose on  is that it be
nonatomic, that is, all sets of positive measure contain a subset of smaller positive measure.
The Poisson point process (PPP)  with intensity measure  is a random subset of X defined
by the following two properties [23]:
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1. For all measurable A ⊂ Rd , (A) is Poisson distributed with mean (A).
2. For all finite collections {Ai } of mutually disjoint compact subsets of Rd , (Ai ) are
independent random variables.
Here, (A) = (∩ A), the number of points of  in A. If (A) is infinite, (A) is almost
surely infinite. Unless otherwise stated, we will take (Rd) = N¯ < ∞ so that N¯ is the mean
number of points, and 1 = /N¯ is a probability measure. We obtain a realisation of this
process by first choosing N from a Poisson distribution with mean N¯ , then a binomial point
process with N points, that is, N points chosen independently with respect to 1.
2.3 Soft Random Geometric Graphs
The random geometric graph (RGG) model [17,44] takes points according to a PPP and
links all pairs with mutual distance less than a threshold r0. The soft random geometric graph
(SRGG) instead forms links independently with a probability H(r) for points at mutual
distance r . Thus it has two sources of randomness, the point locations and the links. One
application is that of a wireless network with a mesh architecture, that is, devices link to
each other rather than to a central router or base station. Under the Rayleigh fading model
(exponentially distributed channel gain, neglecting interference), we find [22]
H(r) = exp [−(r/r0)η
] (6)
where η > 0 is a constant called the path loss exponent. Free propagation leads to η = 2
(inverse square law); more cluttered environments have 2 < η < 6 and η → ∞ recovers the
RGG. There are many more complicated fading models leading to H(r) involving a number
of special functions [11], however these can often be approximated by the above form [7].
Virtually all previous literature uses a uniform (Lebesgue) intensity measure, perhaps on a
finite domain. Some smooth densities have also been considered, as noted in the introduction.
2.4 Isolation and Connectivity
The absence of isolated nodes is one piece of information obtainable from the degree distri-
bution, and is an important characteristic of networks since it is necessary for connectivity.
In many cases, such as the original RGG in at least two dimensions, it is also sufficient with
high probability [44]. If we denote by N k the number of connected clusters of size k, then
we have (using the same derivation as Eq. 5.1 of Ref. [37])
E(N1) =
∫
exp
[
−
∫
H(|x − x′|)(dx′)
]
(dx) (7)
The exponential is simply the probability that a node at x is isolated. If N1 is Poisson
distributed, we have
P(N1 = 0) → exp [−E(N1)] (8)
Here, we consider a sequence of graphs with N¯ → ∞ (but normalised measure 1 fixed) and
suitable variation of the connection range r0 (implicit in H ) so that the limit is positive and
finite. Finally, if all other mechanisms for disconnection (for example, clusters of size two,
or two large clusters) become insignificant, the above expression is also the “full connection”
probability:
P(NN = 1) → exp [−E(N1)] (9)
in the same limit. Both of the above statements hold for the original random geometric
graph, where H is a step function and the measure is uniform on a two or higher dimensional
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cube [44]. Penrose has made significant progress generalising both of these statements to the
SRGG with different connection functions [41], and on the first condition where the measure
can also be general [37]. There are some conditions in the above papers that are not met by
typical connection functions such as those of Rayleigh fading, Eq. (6), but it is likely that these
are merely technical obstructions, and that all results hold for these connection functions. In
contrast, they rely nontrivially on some kind of uniformity condition, as in Eq. (1) above or
Eq. (14) below. One of the main aims of this paper is to explore the effects of non-uniformity.
2.5 Self-similar Measures
Here, we assume that the intensity measure  for the PPP is self-similar. Self-similar sets
and measures are discussed at length in Ref. [15], in particular in the chapter on multifractals.
We have a defining relation
 =
m
∑
i=1
pi ◦ T −1i (10)
where the pi are components of a nontrivial probability vector (values in (0, 1) that sum to
unity), and the Ti are a contracting similarity transformations
Ti (x) = Ri x + di (11)
where |Ri x||x| = ri < 1 for all x 
= 0. Hutchinson [26] showed that this defines a unique
probability measure with support given by the unique non-empty closed set F satisfying
F = ∪mi=1Ti (F) (12)
The open set condition states that there is an open set V such that ∪mi=1Ti (V ) ⊆ V and
the Ti (V ) are mutually disjoint. Under this condition the Hausdorff dimension D(F) is the
unique positive solution of
m
∑
i=1
r Di = 1 (13)
More generally, we can consider self-affine measures, for which the transformation satisfies
only |Ri x||x| < 1 for all x 
= 0. The dimension theory is much more interesting [14], but from
our point of view the analysis is similar.
Choosing a point at random with respect to this measure involves iterating the correspond-
ing iterated function system (IFS). Namely, start from an arbitrary initial point. Then choose
an i ∈ {1, . . . , m} with probability pi and apply Ti to the point, repeating until the product
of contraction ratios is smaller than the machine precision. Likewise, it is straightforward
to compute integrals over self-similar measures by iterating all combinations of the defining
transformations:
∫
f (x)(dx)(x) = lim
n→∞
∑
{s j }
f (Ts1 ◦ Ts2 . . . Tsn x0)
n
∏
j=1
ps j
for continuous function f and arbitrary initial point x0. The numerical computation is of
course truncated to a finite depth n. The numerical computations are somewhat inefficient
compared with techniques for standard integrals; a cycle-based approach [2] may be more
effective. Analytical integrals over fractal self-similar measures are rarely available in closed
form; polynomial integrands are an exception [10].
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2.6 Almost Uniformity
An important concept in the theory of soft random geometric graphs is that of uniformity,
sometimes used synonymously with homogeneity. Penrose [37] defines a connection function
H to be ε-homogeneous if
inf
x∈supp
∫
H(|x − x′|)(dx′) ≥ ε sup
x∈supp
∫
H(|x − x′|)(dx′) (14)
This is clearly a property of both the connection function and the measure  used
to define the PPP; here we are interested in the dependence on the measure. For the
Rayleigh fading model Eq. (6) with fixed connection range r0 and measure with com-
pact support there will always be some ε > 0 for which this holds. The question
is whether it holds uniformly as r0 → 0. If we must have ε → 0 as r0 → 0
for the hard connection (RGG) model η = ∞ we obtain exactly that  is non-
AU as defined by Eq. (1). For all of the measures considered here, the definition
of AU is equivalent if we replace (B(x, r)) by its equivalent for finite η, that is,
∫
exp[−|x − x′|η/rη](dx′).
We now discuss relations between the AU measures as defined in Eq. (1) and the literature.
Requiring that the points x and y belong to the support of the measure means that, for example,
the uniform measure on the Sierpinski carpet satisfies our definition, but not that of Ref. [43]
unless the space is taken to be the carpet itself, with metric induced from its embedding into
R
2
. The AU definition is also similar to the quasi-uniform measures of Ref. [27], which are
defined for symbol spaces. A further connection is that an AU measure satisfies the condition
for a doubling measure [24], since the support of the measure within a ball of radius 2r
may be covered by a bounded number of balls of radius r centred at points in the support,
where the bound depends only on the dimension d of the ambient space. Finally, if the ε
in the definition is replaced by unity, we obtain the widely studied uniformly distributed
measures [28].
For a general self-similar measure with the open set condition, it is easy to see that small
regions of equal size will have similar measure (and hence satisfy the AU condition) if and
only if pi = r D(F)i (see Eq. 13). The self-affine case is more subtle; see Ref. [16].
Almost all existing results for (soft) random geometric graphs are for AU measures;
exceptions are the smoothly decaying densities discussed in the introduction. Here we want
to explicitly test the effects of non-uniformity (in the sense of AU).
3 Examples
The examples of self-similar measures we consider are defined in Table 1 and (apart from
the power law) are illustrated in Fig. 2 below. There are three characteristics that distinguish
them, as expressed in Table 1, namely smoothness, almost uniformity (as defined above),
and whether the support is finitely ramified.
With regard to smoothness, note that self-similar measures need not be fractal; the exam-
ples include the uniform measure on the unit square (the “control” example, extremely well
studied in the literature) and the density 4xy on the unit square. The construction of the latter
is illustrated in Fig. 1.
The 1D power law λ(x) = cxα is self-similar with respect to dilations about the origin,
but is not defined by an IFS. It is also an infinite measure. For α ∈ [−1, 0] it has infinitely
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Fig. 1 Construction of a finite
linear profile with density
λ(x) = 2x as a self-similar
measure. It is equal to four copies
of itself labelled {A, B, C, D}; C
has reversed orientation whilst B
and D are identical and so can be
combined. Taking a product of
this measure in the x and y
directions gives the smooth 4xy
construction defined in Table1
 0
 0.5
 1
 1.5
 2
 0  0.2  0.4  0.6  0.8  1
A
B
C
D
λ(x)
x
many isolated nodes at large x , irrespective of c, however for α < −1 or α > 0 the expected
number of isolated nodes is finite and hence interesting from our point of view. Note that
the usual RGG limit of high density does not make sense here, since varying c (the quantity
corresponding to density) is exactly equivalent to varying the connection range r0: If we
replace the connection range r0 by ar0 and c by a−α−1c for a < 1, the system exactly scales
and the distribution of all Nk remain invariant. So, there is no sequence of graphs with which
to define the above limits; in this sense the system is always finite, or for −1 ≤ α ≤ 0,
infinite but disconnected. For simulations the domain is truncated at very small or large x so
as to give N¯ = 103c.
With regard to almost uniformity, the 4xy and 1D power law (with α 
= 0) are non-AU,
as is the binomial square (with p 
= 1/2).
A finitely ramified set (usually in the context of fractals) is one for which large regions
can be disconnected by the removal of a finite and bounded number of points; here we see
that the Sierpinski triangle satisfies that with a bound of 3, and that a 1D set (such as the
power law example) satisfies it trivially. The importance of this condition is that it allows the
(soft) random geometric graph to easily split into large connected components, in contrast
to measures such as the uniform square for which it is known that isolated nodes are the
dominant mechanism for disconnection.
Figure 2 is a direct numerical test of both Eqs. (8) and (9), except for the 1D power exam-
ple as discussed above. The integral, performed directly by iterating the transformations, is
compared with a simulation of the network, and in particular the probability of no isolated
nodes and of connectivity. The computational time for the double integral is roughly propor-
tional to m2δ where δ is the depth of the computation, that is, the number of iterations used in
representing the measure. The integral is performed with δ = 5 for the smooth 4xy (m = 9)
and Sierpinski carpet (m = 8), and with δ = 8 for the uniform square (m = 4), binomial
square (m = 4) and Sierpinski triangle (m = 3). The smooth 4xy measure required δ = 6 for
the η = ∞ case for convergence, although in this case other integration methods are clearly
available. It is seen that Eq. (8) is well satisfied but Eq. (9) is not, showing that there are other
mechanisms for connectivity than isolated nodes. The connection range r0 is of course not
particularly close to zero, so this does not contradict the outcomes expected in the asymp-
123
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Fig. 2 Probability of no isolated nodes (integral and simulation) and of connectivity (simulation). The
horizontal axis is N¯ , the average number of nodes. For this and the following plots, the left column is η = ∞
(RGG) and the right column is η = 2 (SRGG). The connection range is r0 = 0.1. From top to bottom, the
measures are: Uniform, 4xy, binomial square with p = 3, Sierpinski triangle, Sierpinski carpet
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totic limit discussed in the sections below. We now consider distribution of isolated nodes
and connectivity properties separately, both theoretically and with further tailored numerical
simulations.
4 Poisson Distribution of Isolated Nodes
4.1 Focus: 4x y Model
One existing and useful approach is that of Hsing and Rootzen [25]. Their Theorem 1 gives
sufficient conditions for the number of isolated nodes in a RGG to be Poisson distributed in
a limit of many nodes where the expected number of isolated nodes is positive and finite,
so r0 decreases with N¯ . This does not assume uniformity or smoothness of the measure,
though non-smooth measures are not discussed explicitly in that paper. In rough terms, the
assumption is that it is possible to cover almost all of the domain with blocks separated by
twice the connection range so that the number of isolated nodes in each block is independent.
In addition, the expected number of isolated nodes in each block is small, and the ratio of the
expected number of pairs of isolated nodes with distance in [r0, 2r0] (hence, correlated) to the
number of isolated nodes is also small. It is easy to see that for AU measures, including the
relevant fractal examples, splitting the domain into blocks much larger than the connection
range but much smaller than the system size satisfies these conditions. If a model does not
satisfy the Hsing-Rootzen conditions, it may or may not have a Poisson distribution of isolated
nodes; the nature of such failure may suggest a conjecture one way or the other, and avenues
for future investigation.
Let us now consider the non-AU examples. For the 4xy model, we note that the density
of isolated nodes is given from Eq. (7) by
λi (x) = N¯4xy exp
[
−
∫ ∫
H(|x − x′|)N¯4x ′y′dx ′dy′
]
(15)
In the bulk, so when x and y are further from the edge than r0, and using the RGG (step
function) connection function, the integral is
∫ ∫
H(|x − x′|)N¯4x ′y′dx ′dy′ = N¯4xyπr20 (16)
Integrating from r0 to ∞ (since isolated nodes will occur only near the origin) we conclude
E(N1) >
1
4N¯πr40
[
e−4N¯πr40 +
∫ ∞
4N¯πr40
t−1e−t dt
]
(17)
and thus for E(N1) to be finite, we must have N¯r40 
→ 0. At the edge, for y = 0 and x > r0
we have ∫ ∫
H(|x − x′|)N¯4x ′y′dx ′dy′ = N¯ 8
3
xπr30 (18)
so that λi decays exponentially with x . As a result, if N¯r40 
→ 0, all isolated nodes are of order
r0 from the origin with high probability and the conditions of the Hsing-Rootzen theorem
fail. If there were an exact bound on the distance from the origin, it would imply a bound on
the number of isolated nodes and hence failure of the Poisson distribution. We do not have a
strict bound here, but still do not expect Poisson distribution to hold.
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The above argument applies to many other smooth densities that vanish at the boundary,
including a corner where the density vanishes as a power of distance. Exceptions, for which
isolated nodes are Poisson distributed, include that of a symmetric disk (so there is no corner
at which isolated nodes concentrate), and very slow vanishing at a corner such as λ(r) =
−1/ ln r with radial coordinate r .
4.2 Focus: Binomial Square
For the binomial square it is challenging to do an accurate calculation, but we can see that for
a small connection range r0, we have reached the iteration of the transformation at level k ≈
− ln r0ln 2 . The corner at this level has measure p2k , and its vicinity has some expected number
of isolated nodes depending on N¯ . There are also 2k regions with measure p2k−1(1− p) and
2k(2k −1)/2 regions with measure p2k−2(1− p)2, and so on. In a limit of large N¯ and small
r0, hence increasing k, any appreciable probability of an isolated node at the corner will be
overwhelmed by the increasing number of regions with comparable probabilities of isolated
nodes. Thus, if the total expected number of isolated nodes approaches a finite limit, we
expect to construct blocks, none of which have a significant probability of an isolated node.
So, the Hsing-Rootzen theorem appears to hold, and the number of isolated nodes should be
Poisson in the limit. Note that k increases only logarithmically with N¯ , so convergence may
be slow. Also, this is only a sketch; careful estimates would be needed for a rigorous proof. It
remains open how to construct non-AU fractal distributions for which the Poisson property
does not hold.
For the SRGG case (soft connections), the Hsing-Rootzen approach is not longer valid
since it is not possible to construct blocks where the isolated nodes are truly independent;
a Chen-Stein approach as used in other literature is likely needed. Random connections do
however reduce the correlations, so it is an interesting open question as to whether the soft
connection model restores Poissonness in the cases where it is broken (for example apparently
in the 4xy model), or for what connection functions. The soft connection model introduces
more randomness, so is likely to make the distribution of the number of isolated nodes closer
to Poisson. Note, however, that whilst the Hsing-Rootzen approach does not strictly hold
for soft connection models, the question as to whether there are an unbounded number of
isolated nodes is a global question and so unaffected by short ranged connection functions.
So, we do not expect that the soft model behaves differently to the hard model in the limit.
We now turn to numerical simulations.
4.3 Numerical Results
Although Eq. (8) is well satisfied in Fig. 2, there must be a deviation from the Poisson
distribution for the number of isolated nodes at some level; this is tested in Figs. 3 and 4,
which plot the factorial cumulants against N¯ for the 2D models and against c for the 1D
models. For large numbers of nodes, we see in Fig. 3 that q1 is well above the other curves
as expected. We see that |q2| decreases similarly in all cases, except the non-AU cases (4xy
and the binomial square) at η = 2 in which it is smaller for small q1. Thus, the non-AU
models have most extreme behaviour, most deviations from Poisson distribution for η = ∞
(RGG) as predicted above, but also much smaller deviations than the AU models for η = 2.
This difference between η = ∞ and the still short-ranged model η = 2 is surprising, and
conflicts with the rough argument given above, perhaps because we are unable to attain the
limit N¯ → ∞ numerically. The 1D power law results in Fig. 4 are consistent with these
observations, noting that |α| gives an indication of the level of nonuniformity.
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Fig. 3 Factorial cumulants in the distribution of the number of isolated nodes; models and parameters as in
Fig. 2
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Fig. 4 Factorial cumulants in the distribution of the number of isolated nodes; 1D power law, α =
3, 2, 1,−2,−3 from top to bottom, left is η = ∞, right is η = 2
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A related question to the distribution of the number of isolated nodes is whether the isolated
nodes form a Poisson point process. We know that the isolated nodes beyond a distance of 2r0
are independent (almost independent for the SRGG model), so the deviations from a PPP are
of the form we already discussed here, namely that there are correlations for distances below
2r0 and that if the isolated nodes are concentrated in a finite number of special points (for
example corners), these correlations will invalidate the Poisson distribution (and hence PPP)
of isolated nodes. Likewise, if they are not so concentrated, the independence will ensure
that apart from short ranged correlations, the distribution of isolated nodes will look like a
PPP. Because there are many possible ways of measuring deviation from a PPP, and because
the results are expected to duplicate what we find for the number of isolated nodes, we have
not investigated the spatial distribution of the isolated nodes.
5 From Isolation to Connectivity
5.1 Focus: 1D Power
Now, we consider Eq. (9) in more detail, namely the statement that in the limit, the presence
of isolated nodes is the only non-negligible mechanism for lack of connectivity of the full
network. Alternative mechanisms may be roughly categorised as small or large components.
In the former case, clusters of two or three nodes become as significant as isolated nodes.
In the latter, the network splits into two or more large pieces. In this section, we consider
2-clusters in a simple model without the AU property, and large clusters for a finitely ramified
fractal.
We consider the effects of the non-AU property in the simplest possible model, the 1D
power law example. The connection function is the unit disk, that is r0 = 1. Note that one-
dimensional RGG models allow the network to break into large pieces. In this calculation
we are not interested in this effect, only the formation of small clusters. We have (see Eq. 7)
λi (x) = λ(x) exp
[
−
∫
1|x−y|<1λ(y)dy
]
≈ cxα exp
[
−c (x + 1)
α+1
α + 1
]
(19)
where the second line is exact for x < 1 (most relevant in the high density limit we are
considering). Integrating, using a Laplace expansion for small x , we find
E(N1) =
∫ ∞
0
λi (x)dx
≈ (α + 1)c−α exp
[
− c
α + 1
]
(20)
Generalising the formula for the expected number of isolated nodes (see for example
Ref. [31]), we consider the density of 2-clusters, that is, pairs of nodes that are linked to
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each other but to no other nodes in the network:
λ2(x, y) = λ(x)λ(y)1|x−y|<1
× exp
[
−
∫
(
1 − 1|x−z|>11|y−z|>1
)
λ(z)dz
]
≈c2xα yα exp
[
−c (y + 1)
α+1
α + 1
]
(21)
where we have assumed without loss of generality that y ≥ x and the approximation is
valid for small x and y, specifically x < 1 and y − x < 1. Integrating, again using Laplace
expansions, we find
E(N2) =
∫ ∞
0
∫ y
0
λ2(x, y)dxdy
≈ (2α + 2) c
−2α
α + 1 exp
[
− c
α + 1
]
(22)
And so
E(N2)
E(N1)
≈ (2α + 2)
(α + 2) c
−α (23)
Thus the number of 2-clusters decays more rapidly with density for greater nonuniformity
parameter α. In this (high density) limit, nonuniformity improves the link between isolation
and connectivity.
But in terms of the usual limit, in which the number of nodes increases and the connection
range decreases so that the expected number of isolated nodes reaches a finite limit, the system
scales as discussed in Sect. 3. In particular, the expected number of 2-clusters is independent
of the scale, and hence also non-negligible.
5.2 Focus: Sierpinski Triangle
The other example we consider in this context is the Sierpinski triangle. This set is finitely
ramified, which means that many regions can be disconnected from the rest of the set by the
removal of a finite number of points. Here, any of the small triangles may be isolated by the
removal of at most three points. Thus if the regions of these points are empty in the PPP, it
is quite feasible to expect very large connected components. It is very difficult to do precise
calculations, but there are some bounds and general arguments through which we can gain
insight into this effect.
The set has three outer corners. There are also infinitely many points which are vertices
of small triangles which we call inner corners. A triangle containing an outer corner will be
called an outer triangle, whilst others will be called inner triangles. The measure on a small
triangle at level k is N¯3−k . For r0 = 2−k , it is sufficient to vacate two such triangles adjacent
to an inner corner to prevent links near the corner; this has probability exp(−2N¯3−k). In
order to isolate an inner triangle, we need to vacate its three corners, giving a probability
exp(−6N¯3−k) whilst to isolate an outer triangle we vacate only its two inner corners, with
probability exp(−4N¯3−k).
A triangle we isolate in this way must have level j < k − 1 in order not to be completely
emptied. At level j , there are 3 j − 3 inner triangles which are not empty with probability
1 − exp [−N¯ (3− j − 3−k+1)] and 3 outer triangles which are not empty with probability
1 − exp [−N¯ (3− j − 2 × 3−k)]. For j < k − 2 the emptiness probabilities are close to unity,
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and the isolation probabilities do not depend on j , so it is more likely to find relatively small
isolated inner clusters (that is, high j) simply because there are more of them.
Suppose there is a nontrivial probability that at least one of the outer triangles is isolated.
Thus
[
1 − exp(−4N¯3−k)]3k−6 is of order unity, and hence 4N¯3−k ≈ 1ln k . Changing the
prefactor from 4 to 6 for the inner triangles, we see that the number of such triangles, which
is exponential in k, dominates, and many of the inner triangles will be isolated. Thus close to
the connectivity transition, only the inner triangles are relevant. A similar argument shows
that at this transition (in contrast to higher densities) the isolation of a node near the corner is
not relevant compared to the bulk. This is completely analogous to the usual result in random
geometric graphs on the uniform square, for which the corner nodes are not relevant at the
connectivity transition (again, in contrast to much higher densities).
Finally, we note that a node at an inner corner (for simplicity) is isolated with probability
exp(−2N¯3−k), the cube root of the probability that an inner triangle is isolated. There are
(3k+1 −3)/2 inner corners, which is the same order as the number of inner triangles. Thus, if
there is a nontrivial probability of an isolated node, there will also be a nontrivial probability
(perhaps much closer to zero) that an inner triangle will be isolated. Hence large clusters,
specifically at relatively small inner corners, are relevant in the limit where the expected
number of isolated nodes is finite. There are of course many approximations in this argument,
but none of them are likely to affect the conclusion.
5.3 Numerical Results
The simulations in Figs. 5 and 6 are concerned with the formation of small clusters, which
break the link between isolation and lack of connectivity, as observed above. Again we see
that isolated nodes are more common than larger clusters, but there are significant differences
between the various models. Soft connections reduce the number of larger clusters in all cases,
whilst for the original RGG model (η = ∞) we see that the number of larger clusters decreases
in the following order: Sierpinski triangle, uniform, Sierpinski carpet, binomial square, 4xy.
Again, the non-AU property improves the link between isolated nodes and connectivity. The
Sierpinski triangle is expected to have larger clusters in any case as discussed above, although
note that r0 = 0.1 corresponds to k ≈ 3 which is far from the asymptotic behaviour. The
1D power law has many large clusters for the same reason, mostly at α = 1 where it is most
uniform.
We conclude this section with a further remark about the general context of connectivity
and isolated nodes. One popular model in the literature is that of RGG on the hyperbolic
plane [29]. Whilst the measure and distance functions, and hence the RGG model are naturally
defined, this geometry is homogeneous but not scale invariant, so that the concept of self-
similarity does not make sense. Its structure is similar to that of a Cayley tree, so that
removing a finite number of nodes splits the RGG into several large components. Hence
lack of connectivity is again not necessarily due to isolated nodes.
6 Scaling the Intensity by a Constant Factor
We can also consider the probability of connection (and/or that there are no isolated nodes;
the effects are similar) as a function of the number of nodes for models with differing nonuni-
formity, see the top two panels of Fig. 7. All the results are consistent with nonuniformity
broadening the connectivity transition. This occurs because a very high probability of con-
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Fig. 5 Expected number of clusters of size k; models and parameters as in Fig. 2
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Fig. 6 Expected number of clusters of size k; 1D power law, as in Fig. 4
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Fig. 7 Probability of
connectivity as a function of
number of nodes for the binomial
square (upper plot), 1D power
(lower plot) and other models
(middle plot). Note that p = 0.5
in the upper plot is the same as
uniform in the middle plot. Here,
η = 2; the RGG model η = ∞
gives almost identical results.
The connection range is r0 = 1
for the 1D power and r0 = 0.15
otherwise
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nectivity requires that even the most sparse regions of the measure are reasonably covered
with nodes. But at smaller numbers of nodes, these regions are often vacant, and so do not
contain the isolated nodes that would block connectivity. These numerical results clearly
show that the AU models, whether smooth or fractal, have a similar width of transition,
whilst the non-AU models have a much broader transition.
Actually, the story is more interesting than this. It is easy to see that multiplying the
density λ(x) = ex (which is not self-similar) by a constant is equivalent to translating it.
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Considered as a RGG on the whole real line, it has a nontrivial connection probability, since
the nodes at large positive x are connected with very high probability, and there are no nodes
at large negative x to disconnect, also with very high probability. So, multiplying this intensity
measure by a constant leaves the connection probability invariant: There is no connectivity
transition. Results for this model may be obtained from Refs. [19,20].
Finally, if we take the power law density λ(x) = cxα for α < −1 then for small values
of c there are probably no nodes for x > 1 and the infinite number of nodes in the unit
interval are all connected. For larger c, nodes extend to large x with a gradually decreasing
density and many of them will be isolated (and there will also be large gaps that prevent
connectivity). Thus, increasing the density reduces the probability of both connection, and
of having no isolated nodes. This is depicted in the lower panel of Fig. 7.
7 Outlook
We have seen both similarities and differences between uniform RGG and SRGG models
and those with self-similar measures, both smooth and fractal, AU and non-AU and finitely
ramified or otherwise. Whether isolated nodes are Poisson distributed depends on whether
they are concentrated in a corner or similar small region of the fractal. Connectivity may
be broken by small or large clusters as well as isolated nodes, particularly in the finitely
ramified case. Strong nonuniformity can reverse the dependence of both of these on the
intensity, making connectivity more likely at lower intensities. The soft connection function
tends to randomise both properties, but may not lead to qualitative differences. As with the
uniform case, finite systems may be far from the limiting behaviour.
The examples considered here have only scratched the surface of what is possible with
self-similar measures, let alone self-affine measures, and statistically self-similar measures.
The number of isolated nodes is only one of the simplest local graph properties; there are
many others of interest including the whole degree distribution and assortativity. Connectivity
is only one of the simplest global graph properties; there are many others of interest including
betweenness centrality and spectrum of the adjacency matrix.
From a practical point of view, the broadening of the connectivity transition in non-AU
networks means that it is not cost effective to add nodes until the connection probability is
very close to unity; other means of ensuring connectivity such as adding them in specific
locations, or of not requiring connectivity, as in delay tolerant networks, are likely to be
needed. Of course, unless they are designed specifically in this manner, the intensity measure
of real networks is not exactly self-similar. The big challenge is the development of accurate
models of complex environments.
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